Phosphorous Deserves Laurels, Says Prescott and MacDuffie, In Voo Doo From Issue Review

By Professor Winward C. Prescott, and Malcolm A. MacDuffie, of the Tech.

When the most of courses were over and the Tech had been filled up it was elected as the only lawful reviewer of the Prom Voo Doo, but through long association with such .reviewers become more or less acclimated to the Voo Doo, and therefore felt that a fresh eye and . . .
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Rent a Fine Car

This should be easy. It is about a car. No red tape—no annoying questions. You go where you like—and you’re the driver.

There’s one big advantage in this service—one that has made it tremendously popular with students everywhere. That is the low cost of renting a car.

You’re welcome to the use of a car either for a few miles of driving, a trip of an hour or two, a day, a week or a month.

The only requirement is that you be qualified and competent to drive a car. That is all.

We especially invite students to use our cars. You’ll like the friendly spirit here—the fine service—economy and efficiency.

Ride in Groups and Split the Cost

It costs no more for five to ride in one of our cars. Plan a trip with three or four others—divide the bill—and the cost to each is so small you’ll never miss it.